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1. Introduction
Throughout this paper let l<p<oo, l/p+ 1/^ = 1 and m be a positive integer. For an open set G in the n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn, we denote by
BLm(Lq(G)) the space of all distributions on G whose distributional derivatives
of order m are all in L«(G), that is, a distribution T on G belongs to BLm(Lq(G))
if and only if

|TL.β = |TLfβiG = ( Σ

|α|=m

where α is an n-tuple (α l5 α 2 ,. ••,<*„) of non-negative integers with length |α| =
α2 + + αM, D* = dW/dx"sBx*2*-~dx"n» and || ||MG) denotes the L«-norm on G.
We write simply || \\q for || ||L«(Rn). We denote by Am the Laplace operator
iterated m times and write simply A for Δl. The value of a distribution T on G
at φ e C J(G) is denoted by <T,φ>.
Let £ be a compact set in ft". L. I. Hedberg proved the following result
([5; Theorem 1]): Let # be the space C$(Rn\E) or the space of all functions
φeC$(Rn) such that |gradφ|=0 on a neighborhood of £. Then # is dense
in C$(Rn) with respect to the norm | | 1>p if and only if any TeBL^(Rn)) such
that <Γ, Δφ> =0 for any φetf is harmonic on £π. We generalize this result
as follows :
THEOREM 1. Let & and &' be subspaces of C$(Rn) such that
Then Ή is dense in ^ with respect to the norm \ | W j p if and only if any Te
n
m
m
BLm(L«(R J) such that <T, A φ> =Q for any φetf satisfies <T9A \l/>=Q
for any ψetf'.
As an application of this theorem, we shall give a condition, in terms of
n
capacity, for a compact set in R to be removable for a class of polyharmonic
distributions.
2.

Proof of Theorem 1

We first suppose that # is dense in #' with respect to | |m>p.

We write

